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• Part of The Wildlife Trusts – 46 independent charities working
towards a shared vision of a Wilder Future.
• Hampshire & Isle of Wight one of the largest, formed in 1960.
• Over 100 staff, 26,000 members, 1,200 volunteers.

• Turnover around £6 million.
• 56 nature reserves and managed land = over 4,600 hectares.
• Two farms; 230 cattle; 250 sheep.
• Three education centres.
• Over 10,000 children attend.
• Over 400,000 people visit.
• Over 40,000 people take part in activities.

• Ecological consultancy, planning and farm advice services turning
over £250k and set to grow with new nature-based solutions...
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For a wilder Hampshire & Isle of Wight

• Our strategy Wilder 2030 was launched at the end of 2019. It is our
response to the nature emergency.
• Our headline goal is to put nature into recovery.
• Our role is to make a significant local contribution to the most pressing
global issues of biodiversity decline, climate change, pollution, and poor
public health.
• As well as protecting the fragments of wildlife rich habitat that are left,
we need to start restoring ecosystems at scale. We need to bring back
missing species and restore natural processes. We know that nature’s
recovery can help tackle the climate crisis.
• We need to harness nature based solutions to heal nature, the
economy and our health. Investing in nature provides a whole host of
amazing benefits for local communities and it underpins the green
economic recovery we need post-Covid19.
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where nature is recovering, wildlife is returning, damaged ecosystems are being
restored, and everyone benefits from a healthier, more resilient, natural environment

“Our Mission is to get more people on nature’s side and create more space for wildlife to thrive”
Three overarching and inter-connected objectives:
Two flagship delivery programmes:
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o

Training and support for Wilder Champions in their
fields, workplaces, schools and communities.

o

Encourage and support Wilder Communities in every
town – including local actions towards the Nature
Recovery Network.

o

Promote nature connectedness and deliver learning
and skills development.

o

Support young champions and establish a youth
council.

o

Connect people and empower action – from
campaigning to practical.

o

Work with farmers and businesses to deliver nature’s
recovery.

o

Annual event and awards to celebrate Team Wilder
achievements.
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We are calling for:
•

Ambitious legislation with targets to put nature into recovery

•

A Nature Recovery Network in law

•

At least 30% of our land and sea for nature’s recovery

•

Agricultural funding for nature’s recovery on farmland

•

Development that delivers net biodiversity gain

•

Investment in natural climate solutions

•

Revival of the marine environment

•

Pressures on nature reduced, e.g. pesticide reduction

We are delivering:
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•

A doubling of our own estate.

•

Ambitious rewilding projects and restoration of missing
species – beavers, cirl bunting, chough.

•

Nature-based solutions – nitrates, phosphates, carbon (blue
carbon, Wilder carbon), natural flood management.

•

Professional services – Building with Nature, biodiversity net
gain, ecological monitoring, farm advice, support for others to
reduce their impact / rewild their land.
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•

Huge recreation pressure at sensitive sites – our nature
reserves are some of the few sites accessible to visitors
and residents in the western south downs area.

•

Heavy use, excessive footfall, worn out infrastructure,
erosion, littering, vandalism, fires, dogs, are all major
issues. Lack of refuge areas for wildlife, resulting in
unfavourable conditions for many species.

•

Resources not adequate to manage visitor pressure.
Wildlife, livestock, and staff under pressure.

•

Huge housing targets, more development (and
lockdown) leading to increased demand. Serious lack of
robust green infrastructure to provide for recreational
needs now, let alone with more development. Failures in
the planning system.

•

Other issues incl. Ash die back, impacts of climate
change on habitats and species, pollution, and trying to
rebuild severely fragmented landscapes ...
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Bird watching and landscape viewing facilities with
new permissive access. Conservation grazing
introduced to Southern Water operational land.

Former water treatment
trenches and silt lagoons
restored to chalk grassland and
scrub. Conservation grazing
introduced. Duke of Burgundy
butterfly reintroduction.

Merge and restore part of
Southern Water land into
Deacon Hill Nature
Reserve.

Ecologically focused
green bridge
reconnecting the SSSI

Arable reversion on land
adjoining ‘The Dongas’.
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Bringing wildlife back
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• Rewilding – increasing interest from private
landowners.
• 30 by 30 vision – shared by the wider partnership?
• Source to sea river restoration – Itchen and Meon.
• Tackling water quality / quantity issues.
• Species recovery programmes.

• Nature-based tourism.
• Nature-based solutions – nitrates mitigation /
carbon sequestration to drive arable reversion and
rewilding efforts in the farmed environment.
• Biodiversity Net Gain / Building with Nature –
meaningful investment in robust green
infrastructure on the back of development.
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Solent nitrates issue: our
nature-based solution
• We acquire intensive agricultural land, in appropriate
locations, stop any further application of fertilisers
and create natural wild habitats.
• By removing nitrogen from the Solent catchment,
this creates the ability to sell ‘nitrate credits’ to
mitigate the impact of new homes and allow house
building to resume.
• Our scheme builds in additional ‘headroom’ to deliver
nitrate reductions and wider water quality benefits
(i.e. more than nutrient-neutrality).
• New nature reserves, protected in perpetuity, are
created – expanding and enhancing vital
wildlife habitats and adding to the nature recovery
network.
• Developments must pass our ethical eligibility tests.
• We see this as a pilot to test / refine the approach.
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